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There are more than hundred of archaeological sites 
in Hong Kong and they have reflected a more than 
6000 years of history from those pre-historical 
remains. With the logarithmic growth of urbanisa-
tion, many relics had been devastated, especially in 
the Chek Lap Kok Airport Development in Lantau 
Island. The mission of this Centre is to discover our 
origin through the archaeological and anthropological 
studies. This also achieves an extended and height-
ened public awareness of the value of the Territory's 
archaeological heritage. Ultimately break through 
the national boundary and link to the Mainland China 
and rest of the world for cultural exchange. 
n .2 scope 
The thesis aims at establishing an archaeological 
centre which is not only a visitor centre to acquire 
and exhibit the remains but also a well-equipped 
research-educational centre for meaningful and 
deeper study of archaeology and anthropology in 
Southern China. The ancillary facilities include ad-
ministrative space, residence for staff and visiting 
scholars, classrooms, archive, book shop, canteen 
and landscape. 
The site for the Centre will be located near the 
archaeological sites which will have two potential 
choices, Lamma Island and Northern Lantau Island. 
Since the remains in Hong Kong are scattered around 
the Territory, it will be reasonable to collected all 
remains from various sites for a centralized reposi-
tory. Both islands serve the majority of sites in 
Hong Kong and have their own “Pros & Cons，，. 
b a c g o u 门 d 
intent 
Hong Kong has been termed as "cultural desert". 
One of the major reason should be the negligence of 
our own history. The overwhelming portion of the 
historical records marks from the Opium War only. 
There is no reason for the colonial government to 
explore the fact. However, Hong Kong has now 
established his own community and will sooner 
become the Special Administration Region in South-
ern China. Archaeological and anthropological stud-
ies helps to fill up the complete history of human 
settlement and activities in Hong Kong which consoli-
dates the sense of belongings to the residents and 
renders the sense of place with historical roots to 
the visitors. 
The discovery of a painted pottery basin at Tai Wan 
in Lamma Island has strong impact to Hong Kong and 
even the Pearl River Delta Region. From the finds, 
the civilization of Southern China was influential by 
the Daxi Culture at the mid of Yangtze River Region. 
Transformation took place through this cultural route 
to form an Oceanic Culture in Southern China and 
termed as Tai Wan Culture which is reflected from 
the different characteristics in those unearthed 
house-wares and tools. 
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b a c k g r o u n d 
_ _ _ n . 3 object ives 
• Establish Hong Kong as a archaeological focus of 
the Southern China Region. 
• Explore the ancient Oceanic Culture from all the 
unearthed remains and express through the 
contemporary architecture. 
• Explore the Centre as an immobile place of per-
petual and indefinite accumulation of time in 
present and as a historical remains in future. 
• Understand the requirements of exhibiting the 
remains and design the display format that 
enhance visitors' participation in the centre. 
2. 
a c h i t e c u e a n d a r c h a e o l o g y 
defini t ions 
Archaeology is the study of past by discovering, 
recovering, preserving, describing and analyzing the 
archaeological records. It has three principal goals. 
Firstly, reveal the form to outline the distribution of 
ancient societies in both time and space. Secondly, 
discover function to determine the ancient behav-
iour. Thirdly, understand process to explain the 
cultural changes. 
It relies on the physical layering of earth and techno-
logical findings from Carbon-14 testing to under-
stand the remains that reveals the relative and 
absolute time in history. 
Place，natural and human-made features, acted as 
"time-marks", physical phenomena which exist in the 
present but posses, for those who know them, a 
temporal depth which gives them a special meaning. 
An important form of such a time-mark is the bound-
ary, the perceived periphery of a community's local-
ity. 
Architecture as a basic shelter to mankind has pro-
tected people from climatic, topographical changes. 
It forms an interface to make dialogue with nature. 
"Architecture delivers a place's 
memory to the present, and trans-
mits it to the future.... Through 
architecture, nature is reduced to 
its elements and then drawn into 
unity. Thus nature is 
architecturalized, and man's con-
frontation with nature is refined.“-
Tadao Ando. 
Museum functions as a site in which the figure of 
"MAN" is reassembled from his fragments. Archaeol-
ogy functions as a study of the past that reveal time, 
space and events in stratified earth. Archaeology 
centre as a spatial object to reside the remains 
should evoke visitors the layering, through building 
section, that draw the present experience and the 
experience of the past as an analogy of strata of 
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ancient man 
According to the old Chinese historical records, 
“The Hundred Yue people scattered all over 
the coastal areas of southeast." 
As the development of the tribes in the South, a 
more specific geographical descriptions of the South-
ern ancients had been stated, 
"Within the stretch of about seven or eight 
thousand miles, from Chiao Chih to Kuai Chi, 
there inhabited, in a mingled manner, the Pai 
yueh (Hundred Yue) tribes, each with its tribal 
name, some of them being not Shao Kang's 
descendants."-
Han Shu, 77 Li Chih 漢 書 . 地 理 志 入 
3.2 spiritual belief 
The prehistory refers to the uncivilized period. It has 
a common belief that ancients has a set of communi-
cation media other than the literal system we are 
now using and they have their own value judgment. 
The evolution of their belief can be termed in three 
period: Naturalistic Cult, Totemlistic Cult and Ances-
tral Cult 
To fulfill the basic needs, ancients searched food 
from the biosphere; shelters from the lithosphere in 
the nature. However, their successes and frustra-
tions in the living process led to the Naturalistic Cult 
to sun, sea, lightening, wind and e s t a b l i s h e d a 
re l a t i onsh ip t o t h e na ture . 
Then, the Totemlistic Cult has correlation to the 
tribal development of matriarchy society as "mother" 
give birth to manpower. They believed that some 
animals, plants or strange phenomenon was the 
cause of pregnancy, then they took that as the 
symbol of their tribe for worship. 
The civilized ancients then had a better understand-
ing of human breeding. The position of father had an 
important role in the species perpetuation that 
changed into a patriarchy society. The cult had 
projected to human only and ancestral hall has been 
built for the Ancestral Cult 
± 
a n c e 门 c u I u e 
3.3 architecture 
Architecture goes with the civilization of mankind. The 
earliest form of spatial manipulation is natural cave 
structure. It fulfilled the very basic function as shelter 
to the habitants. As the mentality grew, ancients made 
use of the natural materials like, wood from the tree, 
stone from the ground, soil from the earth and etc. to 
make their tools and building. The first unearthed 
human settlement is in Panpo in Xian. It was proved to 
be a relic in Neolithic Age . 
Pile-Buildings(Stilted Houses) 
In Southern China(South of Yangtze River), pile-building 
is the primitive dwelling. It is an elevated building with 
the main human activities held on the platform. The 
structure of the pile is made up of wood or bamboo pile. 
When compared with the cave-dwelling near the yellow 
river, there were some distinctive features: "long ridge 
& short eaves" and elevated flooring. As mentioned by 
Bernard Rudosky, this is being shaped by the climatic 
conditions and potential hazards happened to them. 
pile-buildings 
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3.4 unearthed remains 
Most of the unearthed remains in the Neolithic stage 
are pottery tools. From the pattern on the pottery, 
we can trace back the living habits of the ancients. 
One of the characteristic of the pattern is the wavy 
pattern which has a very strong meaning to the 
Oceanic Culture in this region. A compare of the 
pattern to that of the Daxi culture would be more 
specifically noted. 
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4.1 client profile 
The client will be Antiquities and Monuments 
Office(AMO) of Hong Kong Government. A commit-
tee will form for the project which consists of AMO's 
members, the Institute of Chinese Archaeology & 
Art(ICAA) of the CUHK as the academic institution 
and the Hong Kong Archaeology Society(HKAS) as 
the public institution. Funding for the project will 
mainly from the government with part of it from 
other possible organizations like the Hong Kong 
Jockey Club, the Lord Wilson Heritage Trust, Airport 
Authority and etc.. 
AMO is a executive government organization support-
ing the Antiquities Authority which empowers by the 
Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance enacted in 
1971. It consists of mainly 3 branches serving the 
preservation of archaeological heritage, historical 
heritage and the education to the public. It has only 
5 professional staff handling all the archaeological 
materials in Hong Kong. The Office sometimes would 
invited and employed archaeologists from aboard for 
some specific studies. 
Their policy focuses only on the " rescue" of those 
archaeological significant areas in all development 
projects as the Port & Airport Development Strategy. 
With the help of the Lands Department, they can 
work and excavate the heritage in a meagre time 
span before the development. They have now a 
proposal on a comprehensive investigation on all the 
possible relics in Hong Kong and computerizing all the 
information. 
The Institute of Chinese Archaeology & Art affiliated 
to the CUHK with archaeologist and anthropologist 
from the Department of Anthropology as the main 
structure. It has participated local and neighbour-
hood archaeological fieldwork. It bears the educa-
tional aspect to train the college students. Its differ-
ent approach with AMO to archaeology is the pu r -
pose fu l l y excava t ion on the relics for their spe-
cific research topics. Also, some regional and inter-
national conference or symposium will be organised 
for cultural exchange. 
The opening of membership to the public from the 
Hong Kong University Archaeological Team led to the 
formation of HKAS in 1 966. Initially, the Team only 
consisted of the University's staff and students of 
about 20 members. It has now developed into an 
organization of about 200 members. They have 
actively participated into Hong Kong archaeology 
starting from 50's. It has their publication of periodi-
cal journals and monographs for special findings. In 
addition, HKAS has jointed with the AMO and the 
Museum curators to offer training courses to public. 
物山-踏辦處 
饭 Office 
pamphlet published by AMO 
香港考古學會考古培訓班課程表 
題目 導師 日期 
第一講：香港古物古续條例與香港考古簡史 招 腳 8 月 31 日 2:(KM:00pm 
第二講：中國考古學槪論 盧金球 9 月 7 曰 4:00-5:30pm 
第三講：香港史前文化的重構 區家發 9 月 14 日 2:00-3:30pni 
第四IS ••台湾考古槪論 9 月 21 曰 2:00-3:30pm 
中秋節 9 月 2 8 日 
第五講：香港史前考古分期及特徴 觀 華 10 月 5 日 2:00-3:30pm 
第六講：新石器至唐代墓葬的形制和演變 李浪林 10 月 12 曰 2:00-3:30pm 
第七講：中國靑銅時代 王 翅 10 月 19 曰 2:00"3:30pm 
第 八 講 ： 中 國 • 玉 器 基 _ 識 楊建芳 10 月 26 曰 2:0(K3:30pin 
第九講：中國陶瓷發展史 楊 難 11 月 2 日 2:00-3:30pin 
第十講：考古室內整理內容和要求 11 月 9 曰 2:00-3:30pm 
m-h-m ：香港近代史i&js 蕭國健 11 月】6 曰 2:000:30pm 
第十二講：田古調查發掘基礎知識 洛資銘 11 月 23 曰 2:00-3:30pm 
training courses organized by the HKAS 
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4.2 client mission 
The committee has a vision to establish a cultural 
circle in Southern coastal region that has a very 
distinctive different with the inland culture of China. 
The founding of this archaeological centre would first 
acquire and preserve the remains from the relics. 
Secondly, it provides enough spatial function for the 
archaeologists and anthropologist to work for our 
origin and history. Surely, the Centre would become 
the focus of Southern China and attract other schol-
ars for cultural exchange. Lastly, the training the 
professions for the insufficient professional staff and 
volunteers otherwise the documentation process 
would be impeded and thus ruining the priceless 
resources for future. 
The funding of the project will be mainly come from 
the government with the Lord Wilson Heritage Trust, 
the Hong Kong Jockey Club and other possible 
source. It could be from the profit-making develop-
ers which has the direct hazard to the archaeological 
heritage during their development. This has been 
under practice at the new Airport construction as the 
Airport Authority and the joint venture private devel-
oper has offered funding to the excavation of the 
remains before the development commenced. 
8 
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.3 user profile 
Definiting the Centre should be the first steps to 
anticipate the users' group. It will be a medium-size 
history museum with permanent exhibition space of 
about 1 500m^ which is similar to the Museum of 
History in Kowloon Park. The number of admission 
for the year 1 993 is 160191. In fact, there will be 
more than 400 visitors per day. 
The Centre will also consist of research centre 
comprising members from the AMO, ICAA and HKAS. 
The education programme in fostering public aware-
ness would be another responsibility that the Centre 
should bear. 
The users will compose the unorganized visitors, 
organized groups, staffs and VIPs. 
Unorganized visitors 
• "middle" age group(35-55) 
鲁 Owner-occupiers 
• Car owners 
• Transit passengers from Airport 
Organized visitors 
• Secondary students over 1 5 
• College students major in Anthopology & History 
• Volunteer groups of elderly & youth 
• Leisure tours to Lantau 
Staffs 
• Curators 
• Adminstrative staff 
• Researchers 
• Members of HKAS (more than 200 members) 
demographic data of Hong Kong 





















staff toilet & pantry 
sub-tota l ( a ) : 3 1 0 0 
Pub l i c N o n - c o l l e c t i o n Z o n e a r e a ( m ^ ) 
public entrance 100 
reception/ info, centre 30 
cloakroom 10 
orientation theatre 100 
museum shop 80 
cafe 100 
toilets TBD 
sub to ta l ( b ) : 4 2 0 
N o n - p u b l i c C o l l e c t i o n z o n e a r e a ( m ^ ) 
collection store - metal 200 
collection store - pottery 500 
collection store - organic 100 
collection store - inorganic 300 
collection store - special 300 
preparation room 75 
examination room 50 
sub-total ( c ) : 1525 
— — — 4 . 4 programming 
Exhibition Centm 
Pub l i c C o l l e c t i o n Z o n e 
permanent exhibition 
temporary exhibition 
Fr. Maglioni gallery 
Fr. Finn gallery 
Special gallery 
P O e c b e 
sub-total (d) : 230 
t o t a l : ( a ) + ( b ) + ( c ) + ( d ) = 5 2 7 5 
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staff dormitory 60 
common area 30 
laundry & bathroom 20 
to ta l : 380 
Total building area : 6625 
Supporting services and lanrif^r.aninn 
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_ 5 . 1 criteria 
Most of the museums in Hong Kong is the preserved 
historical buildings. In order to minimize the altera-
tions, they sacrifice the quality of a museum that 
lighting control and circulation are usually not up to 
standards. Museum of History as the only history 
museum in HK being bounded by the building and 
site that visitors can only wonder in a enclosed 
box. The architectural spaces cannot fulfill the 
functional requirements and evoke the mood of the 
visitors. 
It is recommended to build a new building for this 
archaeology centre since the style of the preserved 
buildings has its only historical significant that may 
not suitable for the Centre. 
• accessibility: as a cultural site, it must be 
easy access for public participation and staff. 
• archaeological significance : with this condi-
tion, the Centre will stand not only an exhibition 
but also fieldwork education for public awareness 
and research for profession. 
• symbolic meaning : making contrast with 
those mega-development of Hong Kong to de-
liver the sense of preserving of our heritage. 
• possible hazard: the Centre would be similar 
to other development that may destroy the 
unexcavated remains. 
• vista : the view from the building or the context 
would help to evoke the feeling of the visitors 
other than the interior space. 
• v i s i b i l i t y : visual contact would help to attract 
the curious people from the road, the sea and 
the air. 
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15.2 options 
Lantau Island 
It has undergone a drastic changes in this few year. 
The decision to locate the new Chek Lap Kok Airport 
turned this rural site into an important node in the 
Pearl River Region, however, this conforms to the 
mission of the project. According to the VISTOUR 
study done by Tourist Association, Lantau has a 
potential to be developed into a leisure island by 
linking those existing resources, the Po Lin Monas-
tery, the Giant Buddha, Tai 0 and the scenic water 
spots in the South. Certainly, this will all be con-
nected to the Lantau Expressway for easy access. 
Lamma Island 
It has long to be the treasure of Hong Kong archae-
ology. As stated above, the whole Lamma has a 
very high potential to develop into an archaeology 
centre in term of an in-situ museum and an open 
museum. However, the access of the Island can only 
be possible by "kaito" (small ferry service) from 
Central and Aberdeen. And this development would 
become a disturbance to the existing habitants. 
c3 
relative locations for the five selections 
s e s e l e c t o n 
• Airport Island 
Many pre-historic relics had to be rescued before the 
actual development of the Airport. It would deliver a 
stronger meaning for this project if the museum is 
planning there. However, the museum would seem 
to be the ancillary to the Airport and loose its own 
meaning. In addition, the acoustic problem will raise 
up another issue that it would not be an appropriate 
location for museum users, especially the staff and 
the researchers. Although this problem can be 
solved architecturally, the programme of this devel-
opment would be confined on the museum part only. 
Airport expressway, railway(30 minutes travelling 
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location map of Airport Island 
S I e s e l e c t i o n 
• Tung Chung New Town 
The alternative proposal will be on Tung Chung which 
sits on the opposite of the Airport. A new town 
centre is going to be habitable in 1 997 of about 
60000 people and would expand to more than 
100000 by the year 2006. Similar transportation to 
the Airport site, but there is an existing single car-
riageway links to Silvermine bay and rest of the 
Lantau. 
location map of: Ji^Qg^Ji^jUQ^ge^^ Town 
Tunglchung Batteries 
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• Yung Sue Wan 
The ferry pier for accessing the Island would be an 
appropriate location of a visitor centre for orienta-
tion since the whole Island have buried a lot of 
archaeological heritage. The visitors can go by 
themselves. However, it is not possible to include an 
archaeological site for education and research pur-
pose. In addition, the high humidity in the pier during 
the summer time would deteriorate the remains 
which will be an another issue to tackle. 
This area is very close to the existing facilities and 
utilities. It is the community centre of Lamma Island 
that already built up for a long time. Some of the 
facilities like, accommodations and food have been 
served by the hostels and restaurants round. 
Yung Sue Wan 
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location map of Yung Sue Wan in Lamma Island 
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• Tai Wan 
The most important pre-historic relic site in Hong 
Kong. The finds has influential to the ancient culture 
of Delta Region. It takes about 1 5 minutes on foot 
from the pier. It would be a good location with rich 
remains. However, the only access of the site would 
be by sea from the urban area which potentially has a 
barrier to the public and it sits next to the power 
station which block the plesant vista. 
Also, the development would have a 
possible hazard to the unexcavated 
remains underneath. 
中環-格^^^ Central • Yung Shue Wan 
中環開 格麟開 From Central From Yung Shue Wan 
6.50am 6^5am 8.35 7.45 10.30 9.30 12.00 11.30 12.50pm 2 00 12.50pm 1 Ar\ ta* WW 3.50 3.00 •4.35 4.40 5.30 6.40 *5_20 c on 8:20 7.30 9.50 9.05 11.20 10.35 12.30am 
location map of Tai Wan in Lamma Island 
s i t e a n a l y s i s 
6.1 Existing site conditions 
Pak Mong ("White Thatcher's Grass") is a little west 
of Tai Ho Bay, over a long pass, in an area watered 
bya tiny stream. The streams form small areas of 
flat land, sheltered from the south-west storms of 
summer by the main mountain ridge. Those land 
once formed the paddy fields are now abandoned as 
a result of development, which has drawn all the 
young people of the area to work In the city or 
overseas. The "kaito" service which used to run 
between Pak Mong and Tuen Mun ceased to operate 
now. The service can be traced back to sixteenth 
century that shiping-traders took Pak Mong as a 
gateway to China through the Pearl River. It had the 
role of transportation interchange to Tai 0，Tung 
Chung and Mui Woo and where Mui Woo had connec-
tions to HK Island and the rest of outlying islands. 
Tai Ho Willi sooner become the second centre of the 
North Lantau which may be development into an 
area with 60000 habitants once the development of 
the container terminal in South Lantau has been 
decided. In existing planning, there will be a hospital, 
a train station, MTR depot, a roundabout of the 
expressway and ferry service for access. The exist-
ing villages will preserve while the Tai Ho Bay and the 
seashore will reclaimed for the development. How^ 
ever，before the opening of the expressway, only i 
access would be on foot of about an hour and half 






Si te plan of Centre for Southern China Archaeological Study in Pak Mong 
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Pak Mong valley is surrounded by the hill slopes and a 
water front. The southern and western part being 
enclosed by range of hill ridges in about 500m PD. 
The eastern side is where the site is located. It sits 
between the Pak Mong village and the Tai Ho bay 
which is a relatively low hill in 117m PD. The slope 
angles in the range of 1 5° to 30° are common across 
most of the site area. 
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speed (hectopascals) r c ) (%) (%) (hours) (mm) {decrees) (km/h) January 1021.5 16.1 75 67 117.9 21.1 070 28.8 Febrary 1020.1 15.1 76 72 96.0 33.1 070 28.7 March 1016.1 17.9 78 79 80.5 32.4 060 26.5 April 1013.5 22.5 85 81 142.9 76.3 070 21.0 May 1009.7 26.0 82 80 156.4 20.8 080 21 .2 June 1006.1 28.7 80 78 168.3 243.9 230 27.4 July 1006.1 28.0 84 72 179.0 668.7 250 20.1 August 1007.3 27.4 86 78 139.2 1090.1 090 26.0 September 1010.4 27.6 77 61 198.6 81.4 090 25.7 October 1013.6 25.3 78 66 155.1 476.9 080 34.2 November 1018.0 21.2 64 54 181.6 1 .8 080 29.4 December 1022.1 17.4 63 34 220.6 7.9 070 28.4 
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S e a n a I y s s 
Although the wind rose of North Lantau show the wind 
direction is prevailed in eastern direction, however the 
typographical condition that the hill has acted as a 
natural wind barrier to the Centre creates a micro-
climate that the prevailing wind direction is from the sea 
shore of north-west to the inland. However, there will 
be a turbalance of uplifting effect to the building roof as 
the building sitting in the valley. 
JUL 1379 - JUN 1983 
NO, OF OBSERVATIONS . 35 037 
NO OF VARIABLE WiNDS 287 { 
NO OF CALM WINDS . 418 { 1 2 % I 
20 30 
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY 
2-12 13-30 31-51 > 5 1 k m / h 
»5-30 3 5 - 8 0 8 5 - K O > 1 4 0 m / s 
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ac t i v i t i es s tudy - leisure tours to scenic spots in Lantau 
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s i t e a n a l y s i 
6.2 future prospect 
s 
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fu ture prospect - planning of Tai Ho area by year 
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s e a n a l y s i s 
, t o Hong Kong Island 
Tung Chung 
參 
必』•：••••• • ^ - M d P ^ s e c o n d a r y 
p o i n t 










• Vehicular access 
• "Kaito" access 
爆 Shuttle bus stop 
O Arrival points 
• MTR station 
——Expressway 
vehicular access 





s i t e a n a l y s i s 
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pedestr ian access 10000 
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S I e a n a l y s i s 
A good transportation system is the main issue to 
the public facilities like museum. With the conven-
ience from the Lantau Expressway, both train and 
cars can get to Tai Ho and further to the site. 
Regionally, the expressway links with the Third 
Route and the proposed West KCR to the Yuen Long 
and Lok Ma Chau border and finally to China. Apart 
from the land approach, the site has a very close 
proximity to the New Airport which links to the rest 
of the world. 
Local ly, the operation of the train will take only 20 
minutes from the Hong Kong station in Central. The 
route will pass through the Western reclaimed land 
and Tsing Yi where this location would have very 
rampant development. 
.FGGGG^^ Z Y I I 
_ 一 llijj^i^j^— \ I 
Lantau Expressway with utilities locating underneath pavement 
U M I S 
MIRS BAY 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n - the network joining the site with rest of Hong Kong & China 
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s t e a n a I y s s 
The existing utilities of the area is under the provi-
sion standard for the urban area. With the develop-
ment of the new airport or exactly the North Lantau 
Expressway, some services and utilities has been 
improved since the population of both the Tung 
Chung and Tai Ho develoipment areas would dramati-
cally increase. There will have utilities of fresh water 
pipe, high-voltage electricity cable, town gas pipe 
and telephone cable passing along the highway. 
Connection should be made to input those services 
to the Centre. In fact, the existing Pak Mong village 
and other two nearby villages would require such 
facilities and the Centre can be served with them. 
There is a service reserviour in the slope of Tai Ho 
Wan which service the development and can also be 
the source of fresh water supply. However, the 
Centre will be located at 30-40 p.d. level. In that 
case, the water pressure may not be enough for the 
supply. A water tank or water tower may require to 
enchance the pressure for the Centre. 
Then, the soil wastes that the visitors created would 
be piped to the sewage treatment plant in the Siu Ho 
Bay for central processing. 
utilities layout plan 
u t i l i t i es s tudy 
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s i t e a n a l y s i s 
妇 % H ！^ t $ / j 作 嚷 square e x p l o r a t i o n in a 5mx5m grid by the AMO & CUHK archaeologists 
let 
彻 ， 浙 
archaeologists ' f inding cross section of the east wall cultural layer 
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s i t e a n a l y s i s 
TAi HO WAN 
speculation - proposed Tai Ho Master Landscape Plan done by the Territory Development Department 
33 
c a s e 
7. 
S t u d e s 
Aries Museum of Archaeology, France 
Henri Cir iani 
site area : 10713m^ 
building area : 7661 m^ 
no. of storey : 2 
This is a complex that comprise a centre of research, 
combining workshops and study areas with exhibi-
tions, galleries and administrative offices for survey-
ing local archaeological digs. 
The form of the building is the critical part of the 
design since Henri has adopted a powerful geometry 
of equilateral triangle which stands up to the chaotic 
immediate environment and resonates with bold 
imprints in the history of Aries. However, this shape 
leads to a detachment of our perception of antiq-
uity, a figure unknown in ancient times. The inten-
tion is to avoid obvious contextualism and forms a 
propeller around an axis. 
The functional zoning has revealed the form by 
subdividing into scientific(education & research), 
cultura丨(library, conference & gallery) and museum 
sections. A central atrium and north-facing roof-
monitors bathed the exhibition areas and developed 
fluidity. With a staircase incorporated at the centre, 
the museographic route is completed by directing 
the visitors to the roof for enjoyment. The use of 
Corbusian pilotis renders a different feeling to the 
spatial quality to the building, thus contradicting with 
the bulky and boxy showcases and panels. 
The facades of the building cover by a indigo blue 
panels which conform with a precise syntax (blue for 
the contextual elements, red for the functional 
areas). In Aries, blue colour refers more simply to 
the intense colour of provincial sky. 
"Ciriani's museum at Aries is a clear 
statement of his notion of a "culti-
vated abstraction", a geometrical 
order reiterating basic architecture 
ideas such as facade, the proces-
sional route, and the atrium, but 
without recourse to historical 
references.，，- William J. R. Curtis 
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c a s e s t u d e s 
7.2 Museum Merida in Spain 
Rafael Moneo 
site area : 
building area : 
The Museum has a clear zoning to the functions. 
With the administration block being separated from 
the museum part. 
Moneo emphasize that the Museum itself should be a 
suitable treasure chest whose form and fabric had 
poetic and didactic purpose of their own, returning to 
the town something of the same scale and qualities 
as a Roman building, something eloquent of the two 
Meridas, ancient and modern. 
He rebuilt the walls and arches to a similar scale in 
similar materials, with immaculate bricks skins as 
permanent shuttering to an unreinforced concrete 
infill. 
He reconsign the excavations to a subterranean 
realm. To reach the excavations, visitors must go 
outside and clamber down into the undercroft, lit 
only by openings along the edges. Though under the 
museum and reached only through it the excavations 
are experienced as outdoors rather than in. The 
juxtaposition of the repeating arches structure to the 
ruin underground has shown the subtlety in the 
design. 
external view basement arches jaxtaposing the ruin 
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axonometric 
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c a s e s t u d e s 
7.3 Museum of Anthropology in Vancouver 
A r t h u r Erickson 
site area : 4.5ha 
building area : 6130m^ 
building height : 1 5m 
exhibition area : ~2600m^ 
To express the human enlightenment through archi-
tecture, Arthur Erickson has emphasized on the 
lighting, view and proportion to capture the sense: 
sense of progress 
sense of discovery 
sense of orientation 
The building sits in a very beautiful landscape where 
is inside the University of British Columbia. The 
elevation in front of the lake has reflected on the 
water surface that enhancing the meaning of pro-
gression. The transparency of the building has 
created visual layers that merging the antiquities 
display with the outside nature. This abstraction 
leaves room for the visitors to imagine with connota-
tion of the antiquities as nature. 
c a s e s u d e s 
丨7_4 Mont-Beuvray Archaeological Centre 
Pierre-Louis Faloci 
site area : 
building area : 
Faloci has condensed complex intentions and mean-
ings in relatively economical gestures, making inci-
sions into the typography, and activating geometrical 
planes over great distances. He seems to have 
wished to make distillation of the historical and 
geological strata of the site while also alluding to the 
activities of archaeology. The basic themes are 
vertebrate plans of repeating walls penetrated by the 
controlled promenades on several levels; stratified 
sections and elevations working with graduations of 
material from the "natural" strata through different 
degrees of rusticity and texture towards the smooth, 
the polished and the technological; structural ele-
ments such as piers, hovering wails or floating roofs, 
which established a clear order inside and out, while 
guiding the body through space and orchestrating 
the view by framing it or denying it. 
n 
^ 1 (T 
first floor plan 
. a 
ground floor plan 
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c a s e s t u d i e s 
— 、 7 . 5 Archaeological Museum in Montreal 
Dan S. Hanganu/ Provencher Roy 
site area : 
building area : 
no. of storey : 3 
The difference of this project with the other case 
studies are the site location and its building type. It 
sits in a urban area at the Old Port in Montreal as one 
of a series of museums. This newly built triangular 
building connects two archaeological sites below 
ground and links them to the old Customs House 
which is restored for extra exhibition space for the 
Museum. 
The envelope of the new museum has clearly been 
derived from its predecessor. At street level, the 
triangular building houses a large threstre with galler-
ies overlooking the excavation. The basement where 
a series of light metal walkways thread a route above 
the excavations and connect to the other site. 
The tower has formed a landmark on the Montreal 
skyline. Although it has metamorphosed to a finely 
detailed Montreal limestone, it evokes memories of 
the site's former occupant, a Neo-Classical block 
with a domed clock tower. Clock as a physical ex-
pression of time is the observer of history and it 
symbolizes the museum as a unity of time that itself 







a c h e c u a I d e s g n 
7.1 design mission 
Inject a system which integrate with the site and make 
use of its potential to reveal archaeology through natu-
ral and architectural space , and at the same time 
serves the reposition, exhibition and education func-
tions. 
7.2 issues 
• The internal circulation and external routing as a 
main generator of the Centre should perform to 
bring the memory of the place. 
• The image of the interior will evoke the mood to the 
visitor to drive them moving around the buildings. 
mmmmmm^m^^  • 3 Q03IS 
• The routing should reveal the culture charater in the 
Southern Region. 
• The pathway and the levels should stimulate the 
sense of discovery as the archaeologists work on 
the field. 
• preserve the rural character of Pak Mong so as to 
create the contrast with the development happening 
in Tai Ho and the Airport area. 
• provide adequate space for interaction between the 
exhibits, the viewing groups and the passer-by. 
• The building should link up with the existing path-
way and generate a sequence of visit. 
• The pleasant natural lighting should bring into the 
exhibition area in a way that not to harm the exhib-
its. 
• The interior should provide visual contact to the 
natural environment which provide a more abstract 
environment to give room for the visitors imagining 
the exhibits. 
, T h e artificial lighting should be complimentary to the 
natural lighting so as to provide enough light level 
for viewing. 
» establish a stable environment for both the visitors 
and the exhibits. 
relationship between ocean and human settlement 
green tunnel along the natural path 
mysterious environment in explorations 
39 
a r c h i t e c t u r a l d e s i g n 
7.4 performance requirements 
The internal environment of the museum should be 
controlled as summarized below: 
environmental recommended 
conditions stardards 
relative • 50 ±3% 
humid. 
air cleanliness • 90-95% efficiency particulate 
filtration 
• test to find out whether gaseous 
filtration needed, or provide active 
charcoal qaseous filtration 
light level • 50 lux for high-sensitivity artefacts 
• 150-200 lux for medium-sensitivity 
artefacts. 
• 300 lux for low-sensitivity 
artefacts. 
• maximium of 75uWatts/lumen of UV 
light at the lux levels proposed 
above. 
• infra-red heating - control-limiting 
visible light readings to the lux level 
proposed above 
temperature • 21°C ±0.50C winter, rising to240c土 
0.5。C summer, or 21。C ±0.5。C 
year-roud 
separate the electrical room from the priceless 
exhibits and install leakage detectors to minimize 
the fire caused by faulty electrical wiring and acces-
sories. 
use CO2 gas or other chemical foams in stead of 
water sprinklers, especially in the collection area. 






Freon FE 1301 
CO 门 twiner 
diagramatic layout of the fire suppressing system 
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a c e c u a I d e s g n 
17.4 conceptual stage 
materp lann ing level 
• volumetric analysis 
In this rural context, all the activities are expected to be 
within two floor levels. With this basic requirement, the 
volume of the building will have a strong impact to the 
area. 
• scale relationship 
The breaking down of the building scale to integrate the 
building into the landscape would be the main concern. 
It refers to the scale and the dimension. The existing 
Pak Mong village and the archaeological grid setting up 
in the first excavation would have certain meanings to 
the site. 
• the path 
The existing pathway marks the settlement of the 
village and it serves the only access to the settlers. In 
order to minimize the disturbance to the setting, a new 
pathway is more appropriate to the environment. 
The ancillary function at the vehicular access point, the 
temporary & permanent exhibition, the natural rock, the 
on-site gallery, the artificial lake, the natural pathway 
and the existing village create a loop around the archae-
ology site which renders a 3-dimensional picture to both 
the archaeology site and the Centre. Loop as a circula-
tion pattern enriches the activities provided to the 
visitors. 
single building design -path connected 
architectural path of memory 
natural path of memory 
fragmentation of building along the new path / 
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7.4 conceptual stage 
bu i l d i ng leve l 
• 丨 ayerings 
As the depth of the soil goes with the history of the 
remain, it creates a significant cultural layers in the soil 
section. The design emphasize on making use of the 
sloping site reveaing the cultural layers burying under-
ground. The building had a strong response to the 3-
period concept defined by the archaeology field. 
Building submerge into the ground to simulate the 
environment as the remains unveiled underground. It 
showed the relative depth to educate the visitors about 
the relationship between archaeology and ground. 
completely submerged 
+ much controlled environment for the exhibits 
+ less visual changes to the site 
- v e r y strong impact to the soil condition 
- m u c h time and cost would be spent on the foundation 
semi-submerged 
+ less impact to the soil 
+ building height would not be limited 
+ make use of the soil in the site as refill for foundation 
=> conse厂v^at/on of soil 
concept 
[ l s t r a t a ] a t a slopmg site revealing the cultural layers burying underground 
[ t c o n s e r v a t i o n l earth at the site to refill the slope for foundation 
•• ••• mm mm 
e x c a v a t e d soi l as ref i l l 
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a c h e c u a I d e s g n 
a c e c u a I d e s I g n 
7.5 schematic stage 
masterplanning 
The whole Centre is fragmented into small pieces and 
sit onto the slope that create a path an node idea in the 
whole site. 
零 譯 耀 纖 零 
/^^^：總运彰案�、：劣fC：::'：^:...夕.^ -
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exterior perspective of the administrat is building 
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！7.5 schematic stage 
administ rat ive building & temperorary exhibit ion 
The buildings are located at the main access point since 
it serves the introductory matters to all kinds of visitors 
and the repository part of the Centre and the periodical 
changes of the temperorary exhibition area. So, it must 
be convinient to the staffs and thus near to the vehicu-
lar arrival point. 
The administrative building will sit into the site with 
single pitched roof which goes with the slope gradient 
of the contours. It helps to integrate the building with 
the environment while the temporary exhibition building 
will be more outstanding to the visitors. 
The design of the repository part is based on the safety 
of the remains. It has be located at the completely 
buried condition which provides a more stable environ-
ment in terms of temperature and humidity. This 
reduced the running cost of the Centre. 
a c h e c t u r a l d e s I g n 
a c e c t u r a l d e s g n 
17.5 schematic stage 
permanent exh ib i t i on bui ld ing 
The location of the permanent exhibition building is the 
most prominent area in the site. It sits on the valley 
with the natural rock as companion. This has a similar 
setting with the Pak Mong Village. The natural rock has 
a very significant position in the totemlistic period and 
also Fung <S/7ty/concern. 
The building has been design with a courtyard concept 
which acts as a exterior exhibiting space and also a 
semi-open space for escafDe from fire where it can be a 
place for the servicing facilities as toilets and store. 
45 
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a r c h i t e c t u r a l d e s g n 
7.5 schematic stage 
special gal ler ies 
The location of the special galleries is at the distant 
location from the vehicular access since it will have 
very liittle change in the exhibits. Only some mainte-
nance will be required in operation. 
study o f relationship between visitors and exhibits 
2. exh^iUm area — 
3, open porch 
•4.. ramp to fefiy & MIR 
. 
\ \ 
a c h t e t u a I d e s g n 
7.6 design process I 
masterp lann ing | 
The planning has a minior changes on th i4Q€at ioR^4te 
special galleries from the slope to the arfhqeology site 
near the lakeshore. It would form a more| visually defined 
secondary entrance to the Centre while the| vehicular 
entrance would only be a long and poweifulj ramp to 
niake an unconspicuous junction to the rjatiural path. 
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a c h e c u a I d e s g n 
——7.6 design process 
permanent exh ib i t ion bui ld ing 
The building was transformed into 3 linear rectanglar 
volumn arranged according to the contours running in 
the site with a visual axis connecting the building with 
the archaeology site. The visual axis will house the 
pottery chamber which is the most important finding in 
Hong Kong. The kiln excavated in the Chek Lap Kok will 
be the focus in the exhibition. 
_ kiln e d i t e d h Cjiek Lap Kok as exhibit 
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a c h t e c t u r a l d e s g n 
7.6 design process 
permanent exh ib i t ion bui ld ing 
The building has refined in plans and sections. The form 
of the building has become more regular with a grid of 
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a c h t e c t u r a l d e s g n 
騰 讓 纏 7 . 6 design process 
permanent exh ib i t ion bui ld ing 
F - Ui 
visual axis 
framing the connection to 
—the on-site gallery at lake 
Ishore both in entrance and 
- the pottery space. 
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interior space study at the level 2 
a c h i t e c t u r a l d e s g n 
7.6 design process 
permanent exh ib i t i on bui ld ing 
The study of the interior spatial quility to render the 
layering concepts to the visitors. This also showing the 
relationship between the exhibits and the visitors. 
interior space study between level one &level 2 






a r c h i t e c u a I d e s i g n 
7.6 design process 




t r a n s l u c e n t g l a s s b l o c k 
flooring audio connection between the visitors 
in both levels 
, / , 4 〈 豹 蒙寶慕尸J 
1 _ 
_ 
2 2 0 B C - 1 6 
.i/Qn•明烂.cyltuf这I lay^r 
1 5 0 0 B C - 2 2 
• brpd^e.age cultucaj l^yor 
4 0 0 0 B C - 1 5 0 0 B C 
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series of box to form a exhibition chambers concept of the introductory chamber' 
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a r c h i t e c t u r a l d e s 
編VxV、、7.6 design process 
on -s i te ga l le ry 
The gallery has been relocated into the archaeology site 
to act as an on-site gallery at the second entry in the 
artificial lake. It follows the grid set by the archaeolo-
gists at the latest SQUARE exploration. 
1 9 9 7 A D 
: human habitation 
- visitors as a display objects to 
the vistors at below: sitting, 




elevation and structural system study 
m 
Interior space study 
a c h t e c t u r a l d e s i g n 
7.6 design process 
on-s i te gal lery 
The box is arrayed along the shore to give a semi-
permeable visual filter to the passer-by in the highway 
By imposing a ribbed concrete cadding at the elevation, 
the building would be primitive and power. The other 
elevations would be brick cadding as the main skin with 
glass block placed at sides for light penetration while 
the interior would be wood panels to give a more inti-
mate environment to the visitors. 
M ^^ 
computer modelling study 
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a r c h i t e c t u r a l d e s 
、 7.6 design process 
on-s i te gal lery 
The on-site gallery would focus on the introductory 
chamber while other chambers would only be those 
archaeology display according to their periods. It would 
consists of the display of soil at the specific site. To 
carry through the concept, the upper level would be a 
translucent flooring of glass blocks to simulate the 
environment of the chamber. 
i m m ^ - -








diagram showing the ac duct running 
a c h t e c t u r a l d e s g n 
7.6 design process 
on-s i te gal lery 
The HVAC concerns would be critical in the gallery 
design. With reference to the Museum of History, the 
environment for the exhibition area is conditioned 
around the clock. So, the submerged deign would help 
maintaining the temperature and humidity in the occu-
pied area and minimizing the running cost. 
Since the size of the gallery is small, chiller system (all-
air)which is normally use in museum design would not be 
economical in terms of spatial considerations. In that 
case, split-typed system would be appropriate to the 
layout. In additions, ther modular design would define 
the cooling load for each units. 





a r c h a e o l o g y c e n t r e in pak m o n g 
a c h i t e c t u a I d e s 
7.7 final design 
master planning 
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7.7 final design 









a r c h i t e c t u r a l d e s 
S•漏 • 7 . 7 final design 
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Proj ect Proposal eddy poon hon chuen 
t i t l e 
Centre for Southern China Archaeology Studies 
p r o j e c t d e s c r i p t i o n 
丁here are more than hundred of archaeological sites in Hong Kong and they have 
reflected a more than 6000 years of history from those pre-historical remains. 
With the logarithmic growth of urbanisation, m^ny relics had been devastated, 
especially in the Chek Lap Kok Airport Development in Lantau Island. The mission of 
this Centre is to discover our origin through the archaeological and anthropological 
studies. This also achieves an extended and heightened public awareness of the value 
of the Territory's archaeological heritage. Ultimately break through the national 
boundary and link to the Mainland China and rest of the world for cultural exchange. 
The thesis aims at establishing an archaeological centre which is not only a visitor 
centre to acquire and exhibit the remains but also a well-equipped research-
educational centre for meaningful and deeper study of archaeology and anthropology 
in Southern China. The ancillary facilities include residence for staff and visiting 
scholars, archive, book shop, canteen and landscape. 
c l i e n t p r o f i l e 
The client will be Antiquities and Monuments Office(AMO) of Hong Kong Government. 
A committee will form for the project which constitutes AMO's members, the 
Institute of Chinese Archaeology & Art of the CUHK as the academic institution and the 
Hong Kong Archaeology Society as the public institution. Funding for the project will 
mainly from the government with part of it from other possible organizations like 
the Hong Kong Jockey Club, the Lord David Wilson Fund and etc.. 
P 
d 
I a n n e d p o i n t o f 
e p a r t u r e 
/\cqui「ing knowledge on archaeology in terms of living habits, belief and the 
characteristics on the remains in the Southern China Region and their 
relationships with architecture. 
Figuring out the organisation and the user groups for the Ge门tre including the 
client of the project, the structure of the organisation, the expected capacity in 
each users groups. 
丁he functional and technical aspects for the Gentre including the quality & 
quantity of the programmed space, their relationships, lighting, temperature and 
humidity for both the remains and visitors. 
s t e s e l e c t i o n 
North Lantau Island 
• Airport Island - Southern tip of Chek Lap Kok 
• Tung Chung - a new town opposite to the new Airport and to be habitable in 97 
• Pak MOD - along the Airport Expressway 
• 
Lamma Island 
• Yung Sue Wan - the ferry terminal to access the Island 
• 丁ai Wan - the pre-historic relic site 
appendix 
ARC 6011 Research and Documentation 
POON Hon-chuen, Eddy 
S 9 5 0 3 3 4 3 0 - 1 
1st October 1996 
PROJECT PROPOSAL 
Centre for Southern China Archaeology Studies 
Pro ject Descr ip t ion 
Hong Kong has been termed as "cultural desert". One of the major reason should be 
the negligence of our own history. The overwhelming portion of the historical 
records marks from the Opium War only. There is no reason for the colonial 
government to explore the fact. However, Hong Kong has now established his own 
community and sooner become the Special Administration Region in Southern China. 
Archaeological and anthropological studies helps to fill up the complete history of 
human settlement and activities in Hong Kong which consolidates the sense of 
belonging to the residents and renders the sense of place with historical roots to the 
v is i to rs . 
The discovery of a painted pottery basin at Tai Wan in Lamma Island has strong 
impact to Hong Kong and even the Pearl River Delta Region. From the finds, The 
civilization of Sothern China was influential by the Daxi Culture of the mid of Yangtze 
River Region. Transformation to6k place through the cultural route to form a Oceanic 
Culture in Southern China termed as Tai Wan Culture which is reflected from the 
different charateristics in those unearthed housewares and tools. 
There are more than hundred of archaeological sites in Hong Kong and they have 
reflected a more than 6000 years of history from the pre-historical remains. With 
the logarithmic growth of urbanisation, many relics had been devastated, especially 
in the Chek Lap Kok Airport Development in Lantau Island. The mission of this 
Gentre is to dicover our origin through the archaeological and anthropological 
studies. This also achieves an extended and heightened public awareness of the value 
of the Territory's archaeological heritage. Ultimately break through the national 
boundary and link to the Mainland Ghina and rest of the world for cultural exchange. 
Information needed for the design 
• Knowledge on archaeology in terms of living habits, belief and the characteristic 
on the remains in the Southern China Region and the relationship between 
archi tecture. 
• 丁he organisation and the user groups for the Centre including the client of the 
project, the structure of the organisation, the expected capcity in each users 
groups. 
• 丁he functional and technical aspects for the Centre including the internal 
environment, security and etc. 
Research process 
• Associate with the lecturer in CUHK for archaeological and technical support. 
• Contact with the AM〇 from the government side, the HK Archaeology Society from 
the public institution and the Centre for Chinese Archaeology and Arts from the 
academic institution for the programming space in the Centre and the user 
groups' information. 
• Contact with the curator and staff of the Hong Kong Museum of History running by 
Urban Council for the real management policy in Hong Kong. 
• Acquire information required from the published books, periodicals and 
documents. 
Design process 
Setting objectives for the project and cyclical review the objectives as follows: 
• Establish Hong Kong as a archaeological focus of the Southern China Region. 
• Explore the ancient Oceanic Culture from all the unearthed remains and express 
through the contemporary architecture future. 
• Explore the Centre as an immobile place of perpetual and indefinite accumulation 
of time in present and as a hitorical remain in. 
• Understand the requirements of exhibiting the remains and design the display 
format that enhance visitors' participation in the centre. 
Program of bui ld ing/ site/ ne ighborhood 
The thesis aims at establishing an archaeological centre which is not only a visitor 
centre to acquire and exhibit the remains but also a well-equipped educational-
research centre for meaningful and deeper study of archaeology and anthropology in 
Southern China. 
The site for the Centre will be located near the archaeological sites which will have 
two choices, Lamma Island and Lantau Island. Since the remains in Hong Kong are 
scattered around the Territory, it will be reasonable to collected all remains from 
various sites for a centralized repository. Both islands serve the majority of sites in 
Hong Kong and has their own advantages and disadvantages. 
Case studies or precedents 
Han Tomb Museum in Guangzhou 
Taiwan Pre-historic Museum 
Aries Museum of Archaeology in France 
Museum Merida in Spain 
National Archaeological Museum in Jordan 
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政局與香港中文大學中國文化研究 所在大拙碗密審址進行的考古調查 成果。在出土的文物中’他們首次 釐淸較明確的燒蜜時期’及這陶瓷 工業對香港以凌柬南亞地區的影 
展in^ �以照片及復原圖解釋各個 
工序的生産情況，更以模型展示水 碓作坊及牛礙作坊的狀貌’簡介整 個靑花瓷的生鹿過程。 
I夕 
S： 
\ \ v l
 . 





產，然而’根據出土瓷片的統 計’明清時期的碗蕃產品紋飾合 共超過百種，可見蜜業的鼎盛。 
這次展出的明清瓷片紋飾 
姿采豐富’充份展現了當地產品 既靈活多樣而又平實純樸的民問 特色。紋飾多樣的碗審青花瓷 中’亦不乏遠銷東南亞的外銷 瓷。你也可在展覽中看到馬來西 亞雕門島出土瓷片照片與碗蜜出 土的軍持(伊斯蘭教徒用以盛水 於禮拜前淨手之用)。它們旁證 了碗蜜除生產曰用品供銷本地 外’也遠銷至南洋各地。從上述 所見’香港大埔碗蜜青花瓷蜜址 除了是香港目前唯一的青花瓷  址外’也是香港早期大型手工業 基地’足見香港雖是彈丸之地’ 但憑著優越的地理環境，數酉年 前已是中國重要的手工業基地和 交通運輸的幅紐。 
為配合這次展覽.區局同 
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